124                                         ATTRACTIONS.
The density p at any point Q of the cone is
[ART. 246
where 5 = ld/d$ + md/dy + ndjdf and L (i) = 1 . 2 . . . i.
The potential at P of the positive side of the double cone is 2 fRt+idRdw&Q/L (i), •where the limits are .R = 0 to RsZR1 and S implies summation for all existing values of i. To find the potential of the negative side of the double cone we let R be the distance of one of its elements Q' taken positively. The density at Q' is found by writing. - R for R in the series for p. The potential at P of the negative side of the cone is therefore S $Ri+1dR ( - l)**dw $ty/£ (i), and the limits are jR = 0 to £= -jR24
Taking the two conical elements together we find for the potential of the ellipsoid
(2).
As we shall integrate all round the point P, every element is taken twice over, we must therefore halve the value of V thus found.
The quantity Sf is a symmetrical function of the roots of the quadratic (2) of Art. 211.   We therefore have       Si+^ + 2Fr-Si+I-Ef2Si=0 ........................ (3).
The initial terms are £0=2, Sx= -2Fr2. Assume that S{ and Sf+1 contain only terms of the form HKr<+i and HK'rK+i+1, where HK represents a homogeneous function of (Z, in, ri) of K dimensions. It follows that /Si+2 contains terms of the same forms, viz. HKrK+i+2, H'^+i^*4"3- Again Sty is a function of I, m, n of i dimensions, hence ^4^ Sty is of the form IIK+irK+i+z. The determination of V is therefore reduced to the integration of expressions in which the index of r exceeds by 2 the sum of the indices of Z, m, n.
The terms of (2) which contain any odd exponents of I, m, n give zero after integration, as in Art. 211.   Omitting these it is clear that every term of V is of the
([        l-f
u= j j (-^_-
and a, ft 7 are the reciprocals of a2, &-, c'2.    Now by Art. 197
form
where

where Q2=i limits for u and v are 0 to \/
,   Qt2=(a-j-u) (P + v) (y + v)  and   v = l Differentiating this, we find
and  the
(2/-l)] [1.3 ...(2/y-in [1.8. ..(2^-1
where the limits are u = 0 to co .
The remaining integrations cannot be effected. The potential has thus been found expanded in powers of the coordinates £, 77, f of the attracted point, with single integrals with regard to v for coefficients. The several powers of £, ij, £ may be collected together, once for all. We then arrive at the formula given in Art. 247. The algebraic process of collection is however tedious when the density p contains high powers of a?, y, z. It is given at length in the Phil. Trans. 1895, vol. CLXXXVI.
Ex. 1. The density of a solid ellipsoid at any point Q is a homogeneous function of i dimensions of the coordinates of Q. Prove that the potential of the ellipsoid at an internal point P is the sum of a series of homogeneous functions ot the coordinates of P of the dimensions i + 2, -i, i - 2, &c.

